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Happy People 2: Happy People Happy People 2 is an extraordinary release from R. Kelly. It is
thematically divided into two compelling concepts. The first cd, Happy People, is an upbeat
collection of tunes to get you ready for the next step. The second cd, Happy People, is dedicated to
his fans who are so important to him. R. Kelly is like a poet who uses only the best of the best with
this release. Get ready to meet a king. . Publicado: 11 de março de 2002 Descarga: 29:15 URL:
Itâ��s quite easy to notice that "Happy People" is the perfect combination between the eighties and
the early nineties, it sounds like your typical R. Kelly song and this is exactly why we included it in
the list. With a trippy bridge and an all-around upbeat tone, "Happy People" sounds just like a no-
brainer! But still, that bit of experimentation and bling is exactly what makes it different from any
other R. Kelly track, in fact it is probably the reason why "Happy People" actually went gold back in
1995. And if you donâ��t agree with us, just watch the video and listen to "Happy People" on our
website. Letra, tradução e música de Happy People de R. Kelly - the happiest people in the world /
(Yeah,Yeah,Yeah) / Save the world and you will be dancing like the happiest people / In the world / I
believe that / This one goes out to all the happy people / Happy people / That happy people / Happy
people / That happy people / Happy people / A boy by the name of alvin / May his life always be
warm / The happiest people in the world / The happiest people in the world / The happiest people in
the world / That happy people / Happy people / The happiest people in the world / The happiest
people in the world / The happiest people in the world / That happy people / Itâ��s quite easy to
notice that "Happy People" is the perfect combination between the eighties and the early nineties, it
sounds like your typical R. Kelly song and this is exactly why we included it in the list. With a trippy
bridge and an all-around upbeat tone, "Happy People" sounds just like
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